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Abstract

This thesis deals with the complex mechatronic design of autonomic thermoelectric source of energy for aircraft application. The study of theoretical background and the state-of-the-art based on available sources are summarized at the beginning of this thesis. The numerical models of two commercially available MEMS thermoelectric modules are created and verified with datasheet values. According to the model-based design, the three prototypes are designed, manufactured and experimentally tested under real condition.
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Motto

„There is a fact, or if you wish, a law governing all natural phenomena that are known to date. There is no known exception to this law – it is exact so far as we know. The law is called the conservation of energy.

It states that there is a certain quantity, which we call “energy,” that does not change in the manifold changes that nature undergoes. That is a most abstract idea, because it is a mathematical principle; it says there is a numerical quantity, which does not change when something happens.

It is not a description of a mechanism, or anything concrete; it is a strange fact that when we calculate some number and when we finish watching nature go through her tricks and calculate the number again, it is the same.

It is important to realize that in physics today, we have no knowledge of what energy “is.” We do not have a picture that energy comes in little blobs of a definite amount. It is not that way. It is an abstract thing in that it does not tell us the mechanism or the reason for the various formulas.“

Richard Phillips Feynman (1964)
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1 Introduction

This work deals with methods of complex design process and verification of autonomic thermoelectric energy source for aircraft application with using the modern engineering tools and approaches.

A future and development of today's society strongly depends on an ability to utilize clean and renewable energy sources. Energy harvesting (EH) is a new independent branch and current trend in this area, which uses energy freely available in the environment. One of the prospective ways of energy harvesting is based on thermoelectric generator (TEG). The TEG technology is based on the Seebeck effect, which describes direct conversion of temperature difference into the electromotive force (voltage). “When the junction between dissimilar conductors is heated, electrons are enabled to pass from the material in which the electrons have the lower energy into that in which their energy is higher, giving rise to an electromotive force.” [1]

New thermoelectric materials and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technologies used in manufacturing process of the thermoelectric modules (TEM) significantly reduces their dimensions and provide sufficient level of the generated power. These are the prospective ways to design the autonomic energy source for wide range of applications. In considering high progress in development of an electronic devices, especially their miniaturization and reduction of energy consumption, the EH technologies becomes ideal solution for their energy supply.

With respect to wide range of aircraft operational temperature conditions, the aircraft applications seem to be
suitable for thermoelectric technology. The natural temperature gradients ensured due to high operating altitude, heat generated by passengers, temperature on board and nearby engine bay are potential sources of electric energy.

The autonomic energy source based on MEMS TEG technology is a technical object, which needs to be designed with respect to its interdisciplinary character and can be classified as a mechatronic system. Mechatronics is defined as “The design philosophy that utilizes the synergistic integration of mechanical engineering with electronics and electrical systems with intelligent computer control in the design and manufacture of industrial products, processes and operations.” [2] In accordance with this philosophy, the method of design process is developed using the new engineering tools and approaches. The integration of model based design (MBD) approach, simulation modelling and experimental testing leads to develop the enhance design process and more functional, adaptable and competitive product.
2 Motivation

The main aims in an aircraft development are increasing of safety and reducing an operating cost with respect to environmental protection. The utilization and integration of new sophisticated electronic systems plays an important role in this field. In many cases a sensing of significant parameters are required. For example monitoring of airframe construction, passenger’s activity, cargo space or special application in the field of military or rescue service technologies.

In the most cases, these sensors need to be placed in hard to reach places, far away of common power lines. The principle of wireless sensor network based on autonomous sensor nodes technology covers requirements for sensing devices. This technology makes special requirements on research and development of new autonomous energy sources.

2.1 Research goals

This thesis deals with complex mechatronic design and verification of autonomic thermoelectric source of energy for aircraft applications utilizing modern engineering approaches.

The goals of the thesis:

1. Mechatronic design
2. Complex simulation model of the system
3. Experimental testing
3 Approaches

The modern engineering method for complex development process of autonomic thermoelectric energy source based on mechatronics principles and model-based design are applied.

3.1 Mechatronics

"The mechatronics is the complex interdisciplinary approach in the design of technical objects integrated the mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and computer science with using the synergic effect to enhance the functionality, reliability, manufacturability and competitiveness." [2]

The autonomic thermoelectric energy source for aircraft application is high complex technical object classified as a mechatronic system. To reach the optimal design, the integration of knowledge of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and thermoelectric is required. Interdisciplinary approach is shown in Fig. 1.
According to the mechatronic approach the autonomic thermoelectric energy source is divided into three main subsystems – mechanical, electrical and thermoelectric, see Fig. 2.

**Fig. 2 Mechatronic subsystems applied on autonomic thermoelectric energy source**

The description of the mechatronic subsystems:

- **Mechanical subsystem** – the purpose is to integrate the TEM to the suitable place and enhance the optimal temperature gradient in wide range of operational conditions.

- **Electrical subsystem** – called power management, the aim is to transform the energy obtained by thermoelectric subpart to the voltage level required by powered device with respect to the maximum power transfer efficiency.

- **Thermoelectric subsystem** – is represent by TEM and ensures the thermoelectric energy conversion.
3.2 Model-based design

The model-based design (MBD) [49] is the development process of complex mechatronic systems. MBD is utilizable in a wide range of modern engineering design, especially in airspace and automotive. MBD defines principles and automatism, which leads to saving time and costs in the development process and increases the value of developed products.

The MBD is based on the virtual model. Models of each subsystem are created and their interactions are defined. The scheme of MBD process is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 The development process of thermoelectric autonomous power source](image)

The current trend in MBD is the utilization of models based on the finite element method (FEM) which is a mathematical technique used for finding an appropriate solution for boundary value problems with differential equations. FEM is frequently integrated in commercially available software tools, which offers many features and integrated algorithm for the simulation modelling. However, the knowledge of the fundamental physical and
mathematical phenomena is essential for the proper simulation model design and results interpretation. The identification of boundary conditions and evaluation of the results of simulation modelling is based on the experimental testing which is essential in development process as well. These processes are integrated into the development macrocycle.

The development of autonomous energy source is described by the macrocycle known as a V–diagram and shown in the following figure Fig. 4. [50]

![Fig. 4 Development macrocycle the V - model](image-url)
The V-diagram is applied in the development process of simulation model, operational sample or prototype. Repetitive application of the V–diagram increases the performance of the developed products and leads to the optimal design, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Repetitive V-diagram
4 Fundamentals of thermoelectricity

4.1 Introduction

The thermoelectric theory is based on the Seebeck effect discovered in 1821 by German physicist T. J. Seebeck. „He showed that an electromotive force could be produced by heating the junction between two different electrical conductors.”[1]

In 1834, the French watchmaker J. Peltier observed another thermoelectric effect. „He found that the passage of an electric current through a thermocouple produces a small heating or cooling effect depending on its direction.”[1]

The Peltier and Seebeck effects are related as was founded and described by W. Thomson in 1855. He applied the thermodynamic theory to the problem and found out the third thermoelectric effect – Thomson effect, which describes heating or cooling of a current-carrying conductor with a temperature gradient.

4.2 Seebeck effect

The Seebeck effect is a phenomenon based on the diffusion of electrons through the interface between two different materials – conductors or semiconductors. This diffusion is caused by heating applied at a junction of two materials, which create a thermocouple together Fig. 6. Heating causes the net changes in the materials and allows electrons to move from a material where the energy is lower in a material where the energy of electrons is higher. However, the electrical current is exactly a flow of electrons this effect of passing electrons from one material to another makes an electromotive force (voltage). [1]
The value of the generated voltage is given by:

\[ U = \alpha_{AB} \cdot (T_H - T_C) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 1)

where:
- \( \alpha_{AB} \) differential Seebeck coefficient [V/K]
- \( U \) voltage [V]
- \( T_H \) temperature of the hot side [K]
- \( T_C \) temperature of the cold side [K].

![Fig. 6 Thermocouple – Seebeck effect [25]](image)

The voltage generated by thermocouple is independent on bulk properties of the material but it is linearly dependent on the differential Seebeck coefficient \( \alpha_{AB} \), which is a material property of both materials:

\[ \alpha_{AB} = \alpha_A - \alpha_B \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2)

where:
- \( \alpha_{AB} \) differential Seebeck coefficient [V/K],
- \( \alpha_A \) Seebeck coefficient of the material A [V/K],
- \( \alpha_B \) Seebeck coefficient of the material B [V/K].
5 Design of thermoelectric modules

5.1 Common thermoelectric modules

The thermoelectric module (TEM) is consisted of thermoelectric layer, which is sandwiched between two electrically isolated wafers. [1] The thermoelectric layer is made of number of the thermocouples connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel as is shown in the following Fig. 7.

![Design of thermoelectric module](image)

Fig. 7 Design of thermoelectric module

The TEM can be designed in different size, shape and generated power require by application. Common modules are designed in size of centimetres and are able to generate tens of watts.
5.2 MEMS thermoelectric modules

Thanks to the MEMS technologies the TEMs significantly reduce their dimensions. The special manufacturing process enable to create the thermoelectric array with high density of thermocouples see Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 MEMS thermoelectric array](image)

The TEMs based on this technology are able to generate power in tens of mill watts and seems to be ideal solution for aircraft energy harvesting applications. The size of common and MEMS TEM are compared in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9 Size comparison of common and MEMS TEM](image)
5.3 Thin-film thermoelectric layers

Nowadays the thin-film thermoelectric layers are subject of research all over the world. [51] The printed electronics technologies enable to create very thin and flexible thermoelectric layers see Fig. 10. These technologies are not commercially available but the research in this field significantly develop the thermoelectric technologies.

Fig. 10 Thin-film thermoelectric layers [27]
6 Application and requirements

6.1 Specification

The aim of an autonomic thermoelectric generator is to provide electric power supply for the autonomous over-speed protection circuit implemented in Jet Control Unit (JECU) for turbo-shaft aircraft engine TS100, see Fig. 11 in the case of failure in on-board power supply.

![Fig. 11 Turbo-shaft engine TS100](image)

The minimum supply power requirements of over-speed transmitter application:

- supplied system voltage: 5 V
- power consumption: 100 mW (current 20mA)
- continuous operating time: 30 min.
- operating temperature range: -50°C to 85°C.
7 Model of the MEMS TEM MPG-D751

The design of the model of MPG-D751 module is shown in the Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the geometry of module MPG-D751 and its model
7.1 Results of the simulation of MPG-D751 module

The model is calculated for the boundary conditions in accordance with the presented datasheet characteristic for results comparison and evaluation.

Temperature distribution

The temperature distribution in the structure of the module Micropelt MPG-D751 is shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 13 Temperature distribution in module MPG-D751](image)

The detail of the temperature distribution in the thermocouple is shown in Fig. 14.

![Fig. 14 Temperature distribution in the thermocouple](image)
Voltage distribution

The open-circuit voltage distribution in the Micropelt MPG-D751 module for temperature difference 5 °C is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 Voltage distribution in the MPG-D751

The voltage distribution in the thermoelectric layer, see Fig. 16.

Fig. 16 Voltage distribution in the thermoelectric layer
**Generated power**

The current, voltage and generated power are calculated in dependence with load resistance in accordance to datasheet values for results comparison and evaluation.

The voltage vs. load resistance is shown in Fig. 17. The generated voltage is in match with datasheet values.

![Graph showing voltage vs. load resistance for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C](image)

*Fig. 17 Voltage vs. load resistance for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C*
The generated power in dependence with load resistance is presented in Fig. 18.

![Power vs. load resistance for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C](image)

*Fig. 18 Power vs. load resistance for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C*

Voltage vs. current curves compared with the datasheet values are shown in Fig. 19.

![Voltage vs. current curves for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C](image)

*Fig. 19 Voltage vs. current curves for ΔT=10 °C and ΔT=30 °C*
8 Power management design

The power management converts the raw generated energy at the output terminals of the harvester to the useful electric power. The 15 V, 75 mA high efficient buck converter TPS62120 from Texas Instruments is utilized in the design. The TPS62120 is a high efficient synchronous step down DC-DC converter optimized for low power applications. The wide operating input voltage range of 2 V to 15 V supports energy harvesting, battery powered and as well 9 V or 12 V line powered applications.

The block scheme of power management is shown in the following figure Fig. 20.

![Block diagram of TEG power source for aircraft application](image)

Fig. 20 System block diagram of TEG power source for aircraft application

The power management was realized and successfully tested, see Fig. 21.

![Power management with buck converter TPS62120](image)

Fig. 21 Power management with buck converter TPS62120
9 TEG prototype B

The aim of the prototype B is to fulfil the application power requirements defined in chapter 6. The design of prototype B follows the successfully tested conception of prototype A. The next generation was prototype C, but the improvement has not been proven.

9.1 Design of the prototype B

The three TEMs Micropelt TGP-751 are used in prototype B as shown in Fig. 22. The aim of the mounting pad and heat sink design is to ensure the similar thermal conditions for all three TEMs.

![Fig. 22 Design of prototype B](image)

The mounting pad and the heat sink are made of aluminium and mounted together by four metal screws.
9.2 Results of the simulation

The steady-state temperature distribution of the prototype B is shown in Fig. 23. The temperature of mounting pad is 198 °C and temperature of heat sink is 115 °C.

Fig. 23 Steady-state temperature of prototype B

The temperature distribution on the modules TGP-751 integrated into prototype B is shown in Fig. 24. The temperature distribution on each of TGP-751 modules is very similar which is important for their proper behaviour after their parallel electrical connection. The temperature gradient between the hot and cold side of TEMs TGP-751 is 80 °C.

Fig. 24 Steady-state temperature on TGP-751 of prototype B
The results of electric output properties of one module are summarized in Tab. 1. The electric power generated by each of the modules is 77.19 mW.

*Tab. 1 Electric properties of single one TEM of prototype B for load resistance 300 Ω*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage [V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results of simulation, modelling the conception of prototype B is prospective for the realization and experimental testing. The temperature difference on the TEMs TPG-D751 is 80 °C and generated power of each TEM is 77.19 mW.
9.3 Testing of prototype B

9.3.1 Installation

The prototype B is realized in accordance with the design described above. The three TEMs TPG-D751 are placed between the mounting pad and heat sink. Both parts are tightened together by four screws. The mounting pad was attached into the diffusor of engine TS100 power unit by two screws. The prototype B and its installation are shown in the following Fig. 25.

![Prototype B images](image_url)

Fig. 25 Prototype B a) up view b) side view c) installation
9.3.2 Measurement description

The power unit TS100 was run up from the cold-start to the nominal power level. The temperature of hot side, cold side, heat sink and ambient were measured by Pt 100 temperature sensors. The open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current for each TEM and their parallel connection were measured. The scheme of measurement is shown in Fig. 26.

![Diagram of measurement scheme](image-url)

*Fig. 26 Scheme of measurement of prototype B*
9.3.3 Temperature properties

The temperatures of hot side, cold side, heat sink and ambient are shown in the following Fig. 27. The power unit TS100 was started up to the nominal power level. The steady state is reached after 900 seconds.

![Fig. 27 Temperatures during the start up of TS100](image)

The values of temperatures in time 1200 seconds are shown in Tab. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature values of prototype B in time 1200 seconds after start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temperature</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The temperature gradient achieved between the hot and cold side is around 110 °C.
9.3.4 Electric output characteristic

The electric output characteristic are measured in temperatures steady state on nominal power level. Open-circuit voltages of each module are shown in the following figure Fig. 28. The short-circuit current for each module is shown in the Fig. 29.

![Fig. 28 Open-circuit voltage](image1)

![Fig. 29 Short-circuit current](image2)
The volt-ampere characteristic for each module are presented in Fig. 30.

![Volt-ampere characteristics](image)

In accordance with the volt-ampere characteristic the generated power for matched load 300 Ω of modules are $P_1=85.2$ mW, $P_2=72.7$ mW and $P_3=70.9$ mW.

### 9.3.5 Evaluation of the experimental testing

In accordance with the presented results of experimental testing, the prototype B is able to generate power of $P_1=85.21$ mW, $P_2=72.78$ mW and $P_3=70.92$ mW for nominal power operation mode of power unit TS100.
10 Conclusion

The dissertation thesis deals with a complex mechatronic design and the verification of autonomic thermoelectric sources of electric energy for aircraft applications. The research was based on a study of state-of-the-art in this field. The previously presented solutions in available sources utilized the common thermoelectric modules, while there were applied the MEMS thermoelectric modules in this research. Two commercially available MEMS thermoelectric modules Nextreme HV56 and Micropelt TPG-751 were selected for the design. The precise simulation models of both modules were created and verified with datasheets. The selected modules were experimentally tested in a wide range of operation conditions. The module Micropelt TPG-751 was selected for further development on the basis of results of previous experimental testing and simulation modelling.

The over-speed transducer for turbo-shaft aircraft engine TS100 was chosen as a prospective application, which supposed to prove the functionality of this technology under the real conditions. The thermal condition of TS100 were studied to find the prospective location for MEMS thermoelectric generator. The prototype A was created and successfully tested on the engine TS100 on the base of the simulation modelling. The prototype A proved the functionality of the thermoelectric generator under real condition. The prototype A was able to generate power 34.2 mW. The design of prototype B was based on the experiences obtained during designing and testing of prototype A. There were used three thermoelectric modules in prototype B to ensure the sufficient power for the prospective application.
The prototype B generated power 228.8 mW. The prototype C was designed with an aim to improve the thermal condition by utilizing the plastic screws between the mounting pad and the heat sink. The contact forces were decreased because of the low rigidity of plastic screws in high temperature conditions. That led to the reduction in the heat flow through the thermoelectric modules. Therefore, the metal screws were utilized as was previously successfully tested in the prototype B. The prototype B was also presented as prototype sample of project CAAEEC. The presented dissertation thesis meets the goals defined in the assignment.
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